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27 Critical care outreach teams
27.1 Introduction
Critical care outreach teams (CCOT) offer intensive care skills to patients with, or at risk of, critical
illness receiving care in locations outside the intensive care unit – for example, on ordinary wards.
CCOTs are the UK version of what is known in the USA as Rapid Response Teams (RRTs) and in
Australia as Medical Emergency Teams (METs). CCOTs differ from RRTs and METs in that they are
generally nurse-led, doctor supported, whereas RRTs and METs are led by medical staff supported by
nurses or technicians. CCOTs were instituted following the publication of Comprehensive Critical Care
200054 in response to evidence that ward care of acutely deteriorating patients was suboptimal and
that ward staff needed more support in their management. Many, but not all, hospitals in the UK
now have some form of CCOT.
The main role of a CCOT is to identify and institute treatment in patients who are deteriorating
within the hospital but outside of the ICU and either help to prevent admission to ICU or ensure that
admission to a critical care bed happens in a timely manner to ensure best outcome. Other potential
benefits include enabling discharges from ICU by supporting the continuing recovery of discharged
patients on wards. Ward staff education is a third important role.
Whilst the majority of NHS Trusts have some form of CCOTs, there is still much inconsistency in the
service offered in terms of:
 Composition of outreach teams (that is, nurse-led or doctor-led part of the cardiac arrest
team or a separate entity),
 The way the teams are accessed (that is, there is variability in the physiological trigger tools
used for example, Modified Early Warning Score or National Early Warning Score),
 Whether these teams operate as a 7-day, 24 hour service or lesser periods, for example,
handing over to the ‘hospital at night’ team after 20:00 hours.
Given this lack of consistency in CCOT services, the guideline committee aimed to address the
question “does the provision of a critical care outreach team in secondary care improve patient
outcomes?” in order to help inform the configuration of these services in the NHS with particular
emphasis on whether CCOT should be available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The committee
had to take into account a diverse literature with considerable variation in the nature of the
intervention.

27.2 Review question: Does the provision of a critical care outreach team
in secondary care improve outcomes?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix A.
Table 1:

PICO characteristics of review question

Population

Adults and young people (16 years and over) in hospital with a suspected or confirmed
AME.

Intervention(s)








Critical care outreach team present in hospital as follows
24-hour/7-day
24-hour/5-day
12-hour/5-day
12-hour/7 day
8 hour/5 day
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Note: daytime versus 24 hours “hospital at night”, rapid response teams, medical
emergency teams, outreach teams.
 No critical care outreach team in hospital.
Comparison(s)

All critical care outreach models versus each other (including absence of critical care
outreach team).

Outcomes











Study design

Systematic reviews (SRs) of RCTs, RCTs, observational studies only to be included if no
relevant SRs or RCTs are identified.

Mortality (CRITICAL)
Number of DNAR orders (CRITICAL)
In-hospital mortality due to cardiac arrest (CRITICAL)
Quality of life (CRITICAL)
Avoidable adverse events including cardiac arrest (CRITICAL)
Patient and/or carer satisfaction (CRITICAL)
Length of stay (CRITICAL)
ICU avoidance (IMPORTANT)
Readmission to ICU (IMPORTANT)

27.3 Clinical evidence
One Cochrane review116 and 3 RCTs were included in the review;47,77,84,131 these are summarised in
Table 2 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence summary
below (Table 3). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix B, study evidence tables in
Appendix D, forest plots in Appendix C, GRADE tables in Appendix F and excluded studies list in
Appendix G.
We searched for randomised controlled trials comparing the effectiveness of a critical care outreach
teams versus usual care (for example, cardiac arrest team) for inpatients with a suspected or
confirmed AME. Three cluster-randomised controlled trials and 1 Cochrane review were identified.
Two of the RCTs are the only studies contained in the Cochrane review. The Cochrane review
presents a narrative summary of the results and does not report all the outcomes from the studies
relevant to this review protocol. As part of this review, further analysis was undertaken and results
are presented (see clinical evidence profiles in Table 3 and forest plots in Appendix D).
Table 2:

Summary of studies included in the review

Study

Intervention and comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Deteriorating
adult patients on
general hospital
wards.

Hospital
mortality, ICU
admission,
length of
hospital stay and
adverse events.

Only the 2 RCTs listed
below were included
in the review.

Cochrane review
McGaughey
2007116

Outreach and early warning
systems (EWS) for the
prevention of intensive care
admission and death of
critically ill patients on
general hospital wards.
Study designs in the review
included randomised
controlled trials, controlled
clinical trials, controlled
before and after studies and
interrupted time series
designs comparing
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Study

Intervention and comparison
implementation of outreach
and EWS in a general hospital
ward to identify deteriorating
adult patients versus general
hospital ward setting without
outreach and EWS.

Population

Outcomes

Comments

23 hospitals
(with more than
20,000
admissions per
year and no
MET) in
Australia were
randomised.

Cardiac arrests,
unplanned ICU
admissions,
unexpected
deaths and
number of DNAR
orders issued.

Included in Cochrane
review:
Outreach and early
warning systems for
the prevention of
intensive care
admission and death
of critically ill patients
on general hospital
wards.

Critical care outreach teams
Hillman
200577
Chen
200847
RCT

Hospitals introducing a
medical emergency team
(MET; n=12).
Versus
Hospitals continuing to
function as usual (n=11).
Standardised education and
implementation strategy was
used to introduce MET
(including education of
clinical staff about the calling
criteria, identifying patients
at risk and how to call MET).
Four month training period.
Staff got regular reminders
about the use of the system.
MET had to be at least the
equivalent of the pre-existing
cardiac arrest team and
should at least contain a
doctor and a nurse from ED
or ICU. Team composition
varied depending on local
circumstances.

Patient
numbers:
MET hospitals
(n=68,376).
Control hospitals
(n=56,756).

Cluster-randomised
controlled trial.
Six month trial
period.

Age: 14 and
older.

Control: no information
given.
Jeddian
201684
RCT

Critical care outreach
delivered by a team of 6
intensive care nurses for
acutely ill patients.
Versus
Usual care – ward nurses
cared for acutely ill patients
under the supervision of
ward physicians, physicians
could request transfer to
intensive care.

n=18,684
patients
admitted to 13
adult general
wards during the
unexposed and
exposed phases
of the trial.
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In-hospital
mortality,
cardiopulmonar
y resuscitation
and ICU
admission.

Published after
Cochrane review.
Stepped wedge
cluster design - 13
wards grouped in to
pairs (1 group of 3)
with similar expected
mortality rates. For
each pair, 1 ward was
randomly allocated
to initiate the
intervention first and
the other second.
The 6 pairs were then
randomly allocated
to their order in
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Study

Intervention and comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
sequence.
Outcomes adjusted
for age, sex, SAPS II
score, cluster and
time effects.

Priestley
2004131

Wards with critical care
outreach team (CCOT).

RCT

Versus
Wards without CCOT.
Wards were paired, on the
basis of professional
judgement, to match for
overall risk of death or other
serious adverse events; then
pair was randomised.
CCOT: led by nurse consultant
with a team of experienced
nurses providing 24 hour
cover. CCOT trained all nurses
and doctors on the ward for 4
weeks, including training on
‘patient at risk’ score (PAR).
PAR was used to trigger CCOT
and involvement of the
admitting team’s consultant.
The level of involvement was
determined by discussions
with ward staff and the
admitting team. CCOT might
support and advise ward
staff, remain with the patient
and provide individual
nursing care on the ward
during crisis period, or
facilitate admission to ICU.

Adult wards
(n=16; medical,
surgical, elderly)
in an 800-bed
general hospital
in the North of
England.
Patient
numbers:
Outreach
intervention:
(n=3391).
Control wards
(n=3,090).

In-hospital
deaths and
length of
hospital stay.

Included in Cochrane
review:
Outreach and early
warning systems for
the prevention of
intensive care
admission and death
of critically ill patients
on general hospital
wards.
Pragmatic ward
(cluster)-randomised
trial with phased
introduction of
intervention
(stepped-wedge
design).
32 weeks trial period.

Control: no information
given.
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Clinical evidence profile: Critical care outreach team versus usual care
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk
with
Control

Risk difference with All interventions (95% CI)

9

In-hospital mortality

57,654
(3 studies)
12 – 32 weeks

⊕⊕⊝⊝
LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency

OR 0.95
(0.8 to
1.12)

-

Absolute values could not be calculated as the
papers reported adjusted analyses only without a
control event rate.

Length of inpatient stay (hazard ratio)

2,903 – 16 wards
(1 study)
32 weeks

⊕⊕⊝⊝
LOWa
due to risk of bias

HR 0.91
(0.84 to
0.99)

-

Absolute values could not be calculated as the
papers reported adjusted analyses only without a
control event rate.

Cardiac arrest

36,067 – 23 hospitals
(1 study)
6 months

⊕⊕⊕⊝
MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

OR 0.94
(0.79 to
1.12)

-

Absolute values could not be calculated as the
papers reported adjusted analyses only without a
control event rate.

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

18,684
(1 study)
12 weeks

⊕⊕⊝⊝
LOWc
due to imprecision

OR 1.00
(0.69 to
1.45)

-

Absolute values could not be calculated as the
papers reported adjusted analyses only without a
control event rate.

Unplanned ICU admission

36,067 - 23 hospitals
(1 study)
6 months

⊕⊕⊕⊝
MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

OR 1.04
(0.89 to
1.22)

-

Absolute values could not be calculated as the
papers reported adjusted analyses only without a
control event rate.

ICU admission

18,684
(1 study)
12 weeks

⊕⊝⊝⊝
VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

OR 1.15
(0.64 to
2.07)

-

Absolute values could not be calculated as the
papers reported adjusted analyses only without a
control event rate.

DNAR orders issued

6,780 – of 23
hospitals
(1 study)
6 months

⊕⊕⊕⊝
MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

RR 2.24
(1.61 to
3.1)

17 per
1000

21 more per 1000 (from 10 more to 36 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias.
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(b) Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because: the point estimate varies widely across studies, the confidence intervals across studies show minimal or no overlap, Heterogeneity, I2>50%,
unexplained by subgroup analysis.
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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27.3.1

Narrative findings
Number of do-not-attempt-resuscitation orders (DNAR) issued
Chen 200847 reports that a DNAR order was issued at the time of an event for 3.85% of the
aggregated events in MET hospitals compared with 1.72% in control hospitals (p=0.005). The
weighted regression coefficient (95% CI) for the difference in the rate of DNAR orders issued at the
time of the event (per 1000 admissions) in MET hospitals and control hospitals adjusted for the
characteristics of the hospitals was 0.474 (0.089-0.859).

27.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified with the relevant comparison and has been included in this
review.146 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table 4) and the economic
evidence tables in Appendix E.
The economic article selection protocol and flow chart for the whole guideline can found in the
guideline’s Appendix 41A and Appendix 41B.
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Economic evidence profile: Critical care outreach team (24/7) versus no critical care outreach team

Study
Simmes
2014146 ([The
Netherland])

Applicability
Partially
applicable(a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations(b)

 Study design: Before and after
observational study (n=3786)
 Intervention: Rapid-response
team on a surgical ward
(doctor-led team including an
intensivist and a critical care
nurse, accessible 24/7)
 Follow-up: 1 year before and 2
year after.

Incremental
cost(C)
£21 per
patient-day

Incremental
effects

12

2.5 cardiac
arrests and/or
deaths
averted per
1000 patients
Severity of
disease
(APACHEII
score) (Mean
difference):
0.1
17 more
unplanned
ICU admission
per 1000
patients

Cost
effectiveness
(d)

NR

Uncertainty
Differences in costs and
outcomes were all nonsignificant except for
unplanned ICU admission,
where the difference was
significant.
A scenario analysis where less
severely ill patients were
referred to ICU had a lower
incremental cost of £8 per
patient-day.

-0.5 days (ICU
LOS)
Abbreviations: ICU: Intensive care unit
(a) The population is patients recovering from general surgery, not acute medical emergency. Some uncertainty regarding the applicability of resource use and costs from the Netherlands in
2009 to the current UK NHS context.
(b) QALYs were not used as an outcome. Costs and outcomes were not discounted. Longitudinal observational study with no adjustment for temporal variation or confounders. The follow-up
was different in the before and after periods (1 year versus 2 years) and it is not clear whether this follow-up adequately captures all relevant costs and outcomes. Only 1 scenario analysis
is reported.
(c) Mean cost per patient- day, expressed in 2009 UK pounds.
(d) It was not possible to calculate an incremental cost effectiveness ratio because the denominator for costs was per day not per patient.
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27.5 Evidence statements
Clinical
Three studies comprising 57,654 participants evaluated the effect of critical care outreach teams for
improving outcomes in secondary care in adults and young people at risk of an AME, or with a
suspected or confirmed AME. The evidence suggested that critical care outreach teams may provide
a benefit in increased number of DNAR orders issued (1 study, moderate quality). The evidence
suggested there was no difference in in-hospital mortality (3 studies, low quality), avoidable adverse
events - cardiac arrest (1 study, moderate quality) or cardiopulmonary resuscitation (1 study, low
quality), unplanned ICU admission (1 study, moderate quality) or ICU admissions (1 study, very low
quality). The evidence suggested a possible increase in length of stay associated with critical care
outreach teams (1 study, low quality).
Economic
One cost-consequences analysis146 found that rapid response team was more costly than no rapid
response team for responding to rapidly deteriorating patients in hospital (£21 more per patient-day)
and had 0.0025 fewer cardiac arrests and/or deaths per patient, 0.017 more unplanned ICU
admissions per patient, 0.5 days shorter ICU length of stay and higher severity of illness (0.1 higher
APACHE II score). This study was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
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27.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations

Research
recommendation
Relative values of
different outcomes

14. Consider providing access to critical care outreach teams (CCOTs) for
people in hospital who have, or are at risk of, acute deterioration,
accompanied by local evaluation of the CCOT service.

Mortality, in-hospital mortality due to cardiac arrest, avoidable adverse events
including cardiac arrest, number of DNAR orders issued, patient and/or carer
satisfaction, length of stay and quality of life were considered by the committee to be
critical outcomes.
ICU avoidance and readmission to ICU were considered important outcomes.
The committee discussed whether the outcome ‘unplanned ICU admission’ which
captures the 2 important outcomes of ICU avoidance and readmission to ICU, was a
positive or negative outcome. It could be seen as a positive outcome on the basis that
the critical care outreach team has correctly identified the severity of the patient’s
condition and acted upon it, or a negative outcome if ICU admission were avoidable
given earlier or more expert treatment. Accordingly, for the purposes of assigning the
direction of the axes on the forest plots, the committee decided to consider
unplanned ICU admission as a negative outcome as this is how it was interpreted
within the study. It is also a component of resource use, which feeds in to economic
evaluation.

Trade-off between
benefits and
harms

Three studies comprising 57,654 participants evaluated the effect of critical care
outreach teams for improving outcomes in secondary care in adults and young
people at risk of an AME, or with a suspected or confirmed AME.
The evidence suggested that critical care outreach teams may provide a benefit in
increased number of DNAR orders issued. The evidence suggested there was no
difference in in-hospital mortality, avoidable adverse events (cardiac arrest or
cardiopulmonary resuscitation), unplanned ICU admissions or ICU admissions. The
evidence suggested a possible increase in length of stay associated with critical care
outreach teams.
When the data of the most applicable trial to the UK context131 was evaluated on its
own, the evidence suggested a reduction in mortality with critical care teams. The
committee felt that this study was directly applicable to the UK setting in terms of
service, population and critical care team composition.
One study was conducted in Australia and considered less applicable to the UK NHS
setting. The composition of the Australian critical care team was not considered by
the committee to be directly reflective of the NHS setting as the UK model is
primarily a nurse-led, doctor-supported system, whereas the Australian Medical
Emergency Team is doctor-led.
No evidence was identified for quality of life or in-hospital mortality due to cardiac
arrest and patient and/or carer satisfaction.
The trend towards increased length of stay associated with the provision of critical
care outreach teams was considered by the committee to be consistent with the
likely need for prolonged in-hospital care of critically ill patients who might
otherwise not have survived without timely outreach interventions. The committee
considered that the potential harms of prolonged hospital stay were outweighed by
the benefits of reduced mortality, cardiac arrests and increased numbers of DNAR
orders issued and made a recommendation that critical care outreach teams should
be provided.
Hospital Trusts should take local decisions on whether outreach teams should
subsume the responsibilities of the cardiac arrest team, or work in parallel with

Chapter 27 Critical care outreach teams
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Recommendations

Research
recommendation

14. Consider providing access to critical care outreach teams (CCOTs) for
people in hospital who have, or are at risk of, acute deterioration,
accompanied by local evaluation of the CCOT service.

them.
The committee noted that in their experience CCOT provides an essential supportive
service to patients and clinical staff in terms of practical care delivery, particularly in
an overstretched system. They have an essential role in facilitating early alerts,
timely intervention, and continuity of care at times of transition between ward and
ICU. However, from a commissioning perspective, the scientific evidence did not
provide such a compelling argument, given competition for scarce resources. The
committee took note of data kindly provided by a research group at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine78 who surveyed Outreach provision in 171
acute Trusts in England: in the 80% of Trusts which responded to the survey,
Outreach services were available in 82%; of these, 39% provided the service 24/7,
39% provided it 7/7, and 5% from Monday-Friday daytime only. Given the lack of
strong research evidence and the variability in local provision, the committee opted
to make a ‘consider’ recommendation to permit Trusts a degree of flexibility in how
they choose to provide optimal care for deteriorating patients in ordinary wards,
and continuing care following discharge from intensive care.

Trade-off between
net effects and
costs

One economic evaluation was included.146 The committee discussed the findings of
the study, which showed that a rapid response system had an incremental cost of
£21 per patient-day due to an increase in unplanned ICU admissions. The committee
considered that this incremental cost could be justifiable given QALY gain that would
be achievable from the reduction in mortality and cardiac arrests seen in the clinical
evidence and also in this economic evaluation study. The committee recognised the
severe limitations of this economic evaluation study. However, the committee also
highlighted that the critical care outreach teams in the UK are nurse-led, doctorsupported, and hence are likely to have lower cost compared to that reported in the
study which was doctor-led.
The committee highlighted that the study included in the health economics
appraisal did not assess the number of do not attempt resuscitation (DNAR) orders
that were enacted, which are likely to be modified by the presence of a rapid
response system. Enacting DNARs is likely to be associated with cost saving as it
would reduce inappropriate resuscitation attempts.
The committee acknowledged that providing a critical care outreach team for
services without one would require significant resources to implement. Typically,
critical care outreach would require one member of the team to attend each high
NEWs (=/>7) patient for about 45 minutes. Although the clinical review identified a
small reduction in cardiac arrests, given the incidence rate of cardiac arrests in
medical patients is 3.6 per 1,000a it is unlikely the cost savings from reduced cardiac
admissions would make the intervention cost saving. Therefore the next question is
whether the benefits from the intervention justify the additional cost.
An additional cost of £21 per patient-day would equate to about £134 per medical
admission, which to be cost effective would require a health gain of 0.07 QALYS per
patient. This would be the equivalent of 9 deaths averted per 1000 admissions – a
relative reduction of about 15%. However, this is not taking in to account potential

a

Incidence from NCAA 2014/1581 = 15,779 out of 11.2m patients=0.14%. 13,264 were medical patients. Adult medical
patients as a proportion of all admissions (HES 2014-15)=5.2m/15.9m=33%. Therefore very approximately the
incidence in adult medical inpatients is 13,264/(11.2m x 33%)=0.36%
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Recommendations

Research
recommendation

14. Consider providing access to critical care outreach teams (CCOTs) for
people in hospital who have, or are at risk of, acute deterioration,
accompanied by local evaluation of the CCOT service.

cost savings.
The committee members highlighted that critical care outreach teams can save
consultants’ time as the team can carry out the initial assessment and work-up
before referring to the consultant. They can also enable palliative care to be
initiated on the wards and free-up other doctors’ and nurses’ time, for example, by
supporting ward staff in performing tracheostomy care or by improved acute pain
management. Other benefits include training ward staff in the care of acutely ill
patients. There is also potential for downstream cost-saving through early detection
of patient deterioration, which could also improve prognosis and avert some deaths.
Another important benefit would be improving the quality of deaths for some
patients. However as none of this evidence was identified in the clinical review and
the scale to which these benefits would be realised is unknown, there was
considerable uncertainty concerning the cost effectiveness of CCOTs. This level of
uncertainty is reflected in the strength of recommendation made for the use of
CCOTs.

Quality of
evidence

The evidence reviewed was of moderate to very low quality. The outcome ‘inhospital mortality’ was graded low due to high risk of bias and inconsistency. The
evidence for length of inpatient stay was of low quality, due to very high risk of bias.
The evidence for cardiopulmonary resuscitation (adverse event) was graded low
quality due to imprecision. The evidence for cardiac arrest (adverse event),
unplanned ICU admissions and DNAR orders issued was of moderate quality due to
risk of bias. The evidence for ICU admissions was graded very low quality due to risk
of bias and imprecision.
The economic evaluation was assessed as partially applicable because the
population was patients recovering from general surgery, not an acute medical
emergency; the setting was the Netherlands not the UK and QALYs were not
estimated. It was assessed to have potentially serious limitations because it was
based on observational evidence with no adjustment for temporal variation or
confounders.

Other
considerations

Critical care outreach is a complex intervention, the nature of which is often poorly
characterised in the research literature.51 CCOTs were implemented gradually from
2000, following publication of the national review of intensive care services,
“Comprehensive Critical Care”, which recommended the establishment of CCOT on
the basis of pragmatic clinical support.54 The committee recognised that the
majority of NHS trusts have critical care outreach teams (see data above), but also
that the extent of provision (day, night and weekends) and the way these services
are configured, managed and delivered is not standardised. In the UK the majority of
critical care outreach teams (CCOTs) are nurse-led, doctor-supported (usually by the
intensive care registrar or consultant). In Australia, the service takes the form of an
intensive care doctor-led multidisciplinary medical emergency team (MET). These
different models may also be described generically as ‘rapid response teams’ (RRT)
or ‘rapid response systems’ (RRS). While there is no uniform international set of
criteria for calling the CCOT, in the UK the introduction of the National Early
Warning Score136 (https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/national-earlywarning-score-news) represents clinical consensus on the need for escalation and
clinical review based on vital signs. However, contextual and social factors influence
the extent to which CCOTs may impact on patient care.110
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Recommendations

Research
recommendation

14. Consider providing access to critical care outreach teams (CCOTs) for
people in hospital who have, or are at risk of, acute deterioration,
accompanied by local evaluation of the CCOT service.

The committee noted the large observational literature on the clinical effectiveness
of the various forms of rapid response system (RRS). This included an 8-year study
involving 9,221,138 hospital admissions to 82 public acute hospitals in New South
Wales which associated the introduction of RRSs with a 52% reduction in the
hospital cardiac arrest rate and a 23% reduction in overall hospital mortality, but no
impact on survival rates at 1 year following discharge. However, secular trends were
not assessed independently of the intervention.48 In a secondary analysis of a subset
of the hospitals, the authors found that 3 hospitals reduced cardiac arrest rates and
mortality by 22% following the introduction of a RRS while a hospital with a mature
RRS in place showed no secular change during that time.44 Other studies have
shown that RRSs/CCOTs stimulate the application of treatment limitation decisions
to facilitate a peaceful death in patients nearing the end of their lives.120 A parallelcontrol non-randomised study of 4 centres in France estimated the impact of a RRT
in 1 hospital as saving 1.5 lives per week, increasing the number of ICU admissions
and reducing the severity of illness on admission, compared with the control
hospitals which showed no change in unexpected death rates.94 The committee also
noted that there are other potential benefits to the provision of care by these
teams, for example, providing follow-up care for patients discharged from the ICU,
such as tracheostomy management and providing support, education and training
to nurses and doctors in general wards.
Retention of these highly experienced staff may be best assured by siting their
professional development and line management within critical care.
Recommendations on the training and education of critical care outreach staff can
be found in NICE guideline 50 ‘Acutely ill patients in hospital: recognising and
responding to deterioration (2007)’.40
Given the strength of evidence available, the extent of and variability in local
provision and the clinical experience of the members, the committee opted to
develop a ‘consider’ recommendation accompanied by local evaluation to permit
Trusts to develop systems that best meet their specific needs.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Review protocol
Table 5:

Review protocol: Critical care outreach teams

Review question: Does the provision of a critical care outreach team in secondary care improve
outcomes?
Objective

To determine whether access to critical care outreach improves outcomes.

Rationale

Critical Care Outreach Teams are present in most hospitals within the UK.
Their role developed since the publication of the Comprehensive Critical
Care Report 2000. Their role is to identify and institute treatment in
deteriorating patients in hospital and also to provide step down care for
patients discharged from ICU to the general wards. Timely access to these
skilled individuals should be important in terms of patient outcome. Look at
before and after studies.
A standard critical care outreach team comprises of usually a senior nurse
with extensive critical care experience, sometimes a resuscitation officer.

Topic code

T3-3B.

Population

Adults and young people (16 years and over) in hospital with a suspected or
confirmed AME.

Interventions

 Critical care outreach team present in hospital as follows
o 24-hour/7-day
o 24-hour/5-day
o 12-hour/5-day
o 12-hour/7 day
o 8 hour/5 day
Note: daytime versus 24 hours “hospital at night”, rapid response teams,
medical emergency teams and outreach teams.
 No critical care outreach team in hospital.

Comparison

All critical care outreach models versus each other (including absence of
critical care outreach team).

Outcomes

Patient outcomes:
 Mortality (CRITICAL)
 Health-related quality of life (CRITICAL)
 Number of DNAR orders (CRITICAL)
 In-hospital mortality due to cardiac arrest (CRITICAL)
 Avoidable adverse events including cardiac arrest (CRITICAL)
 Patient satisfaction (CRITICAL)
 Length of stay (CRITICAL)
 ICU avoidance (IMPORTANT)
 Readmission to ICU (IMPORTANT)

Exclusion

None identified.

Search criteria

The databases to be searched are: Medline, Embase, the Cochrane Library.
Date limits for search: None.
Language: English only.

The review strategy

Systematic reviews (SRs) of RCTs, RCTs, observational studies only to be
included if no relevant SRs or RCTs are identified.
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Review question: Does the provision of a critical care outreach team in secondary care improve
outcomes?
Analysis

Data synthesis of RCT data or observational study data (as appropriate).
Meta-analysis where appropriate will be conducted.
Studies in the following subgroup populations will be included:
 Frail elderly
In addition, if studies have pre-specified in their protocols that results for
any of these subgroup populations will be analysed separately, then they will
be included. The methodological quality of each study will be assessed using
the Evibase checklist and GRADE.
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Appendix B: Clinical article selection
Figure 1: Flow chart of clinical article selection for the review of Critical care outreach teams
Records identified through database
searching, n=1350

Additional records identified through
other sources, n=26

Records screened, n=1376

Records excluded, n=1222

Full-text articles assessed for
eligibility, n=154

Studies included in review, n=5

Studies excluded from review, n=149

Cochrane review n=1
RCTs n=3 (papers n=4)

Reasons for exclusion: see Appendix H
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Appendix C: Forest plots
Figure 2: In-hospital mortality
Study or Subgroup
Hillman 2005
Jeddian 2016
Priestley 2004

log[Odds Ratio]
SE Weight
0.0296 0.104 70.0%
0.0198 0.2069 17.7%
-0.6539 0.2477 12.3%

Total (95% CI)
100.0%
Heterogeneity: Chi² = 6.64, df = 2 (P = 0.04); I² = 70%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.65 (P = 0.52)

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI
1.03 [0.84, 1.26]
1.02 [0.68, 1.53]
0.52 [0.32, 0.85]

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI

0.95 [0.80, 1.12]
0.5 0.7
1
1.5 2
Favours CCOT Favours usual care

Figure 3: Length of in-patient stay (hazard ratio)
Study or Subgroup
Priestley 2004

log[Hazard Ratio]
SE Weight
-0.0943 0.0408 100.0%

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 2.31 (P = 0.02)

100.0%

Hazard Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI
0.91 [0.84, 0.99]

Hazard Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI

0.91 [0.84, 0.99]
0.85 0.9
1
1.1
1.2
Favours usual care Favours CCOT

Note: axis label reversed in line with narration provided by the authors131.

Figure 4: Cardiac arrest
Study or Subgroup
Hillman 2005

log[Odds Ratio]
SE Weight
-0.0619 0.0887 100.0%

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.70 (P = 0.49)

100.0%

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI
0.94 [0.79, 1.12]

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI

0.94 [0.79, 1.12]
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1
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Figure 5: Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Study or Subgroup
Jeddian 2016

log[Odds Ratio]
SE Weight
0 0.1893 100.0%

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.00 (P = 1.00)

100.0%

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI
1.00 [0.69, 1.45]

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI

1.00 [0.69, 1.45]
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1
2
5
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Figure 6: Unplanned ICU admission
Study or Subgroup
Hillman 2005

log[Odds Ratio]
SE Weight
0.0392 0.0795 100.0%

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.49 (P = 0.62)

100.0%

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI
1.04 [0.89, 1.22]

Odds Ratio
IV, Fixed, 95% CI

1.04 [0.89, 1.22]
0.7
0.85
1
1.2
Favours usual care Favours CCOT

Note: axis orientation reflects that unplanned ICU admission was considered a positive outcome by the committee.
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Figure 7: ICU admission
Study or Subgroup
Jeddian 2016

log[Odds Ratio]
SE Weight
0.1398 0.299 100.0%

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.47 (P = 0.64)
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Odds Ratio
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Odds Ratio
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Figure 8: DNAR orders issued
Study or Subgroup
Hillman 2005

Critical care outreach
Control
Events
Total Events Total Weight
160
4161
45 2619 100.0%

Total (95% CI)
4161
Total events
160
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 4.83 (P < 0.00001)

2619 100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI
2.24 [1.61, 3.10]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

2.24 [1.61, 3.10]

45
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Note: Note: axis orientation reflects that issuing a DNAR order was considered a positive outcome by the committee.
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Study (subsidiary papers)

MERIT study: introduction of the medical emergency team (MET) system trial: Hillman 2005 77 (Chen 200847)

Study type

RCT (Hospital randomised; Parallel).

Number of studies (number of participants)

Four (Chen 2008, 2009A, Flabouris 2010 reported separately) (n=control) (hospitals n=11; patients median n=17,555);
MET hospitals (hospitals n=12; patients median n=18,512).

Countries and setting

Conducted in Australia; setting: potential participating hospitals were identified using the Australian Hospital and
Health Services Yearbook.

Line of therapy

Adjunctive to current care.

Duration of study

Intervention + follow up: 6 month trial period.

Method of assessment of guideline condition

Adequate method of assessment/diagnosis: patients who needed a medical emergency team during an admission to
hospital.

Stratum

Overall.

Subgroup analysis within study

Not applicable.

Inclusion criteria

General inpatient wards, coronary care units and high dependency units which were not under direct supervision of
an intensive care unit specialist. A general ward included any inpatient ward within the study hospitals.

Exclusion criteria

Excluded were events in patients younger than 14 years, patients who died on arrival to hospital, or patients who had
not been formally admitted to hospital.

Recruitment/selection of patients

Public hospitals with more than 20,000 estimated admissions every year, with an ICU and an emergency department,
and that did not have a medical emergency team (MET).

Age, gender and ethnicity

Age - Mean (SD): Control hospitals: 56.9 years (20.8); MET hospitals: 55.4 years (19.9). Gender (M:F): 1/1. Ethnicity:
information not provided.

Further population details

1. Frail elderly.

Extra comments

Management and resuscitation committees of the control hospitals agreed that the operation of their cardiac arrest
teams would continue unchanged during the implementation and study periods.

Indirectness of population

No indirectness.

Interventions

(n=12) Intervention 1: Critical care outreach team (rapid response team, hospital at night, medical emergency team
and outreach team) present in hospital - 24 hour/7 day. Standardised education and implementation strategy was
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Appendix D: Clinical evidence tables

MERIT study: introduction of the medical emergency team (MET) system trial: Hillman 2005 77 (Chen 200847)
used to introduce MET (including education of clinical staff about the calling criteria, identifying patients at risk and
how to call MET). Staff got regular reminders about the use of the system. MET had to be at least the equivalent of
the pre-existing cardiac arrest team and should at least contain a doctor and a nurse from ED or ICU. Team
composition varied depending on local circumstances. Duration: 2 month baseline period, 4 month
training/implementation period, then MET system was activated in intervention hospitals and made available for the
next 6 months. Concurrent medication/care: n/a.
Comments: not mentioned if the system was 24/7 or less.
(n=11) Intervention 2: No critical care outreach team (rapid response team, hospital at night, medical emergency
team and outreach team) present in hospital - no critical care outreach team present in hospital. Control hospitals did
not receive MET education. Cardiac arrest teams continued unchanged during implementation and study period. The
study was not publicised in the control hospitals. Duration: same as intervention but without the training element.
Concurrent medication/care: n/a.

Funding

Academic or government funding.

RESULTS (NUMBERS ANALYSED) AND RISK OF BIAS FOR COMPARISON: 24 HOUR/7 DAY versus NO CRITICAL CARE OUTREACH TEAM PRESENT IN HOSPITAL.
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Protocol outcome 1: Re-admission to ICU during study period.
- Actual outcome: unplanned ICU admission at study period; OR 1.04 (95%CI 0.89 to 1.21); Comments: OR adjusted for stratification by teaching hospital status at
randomisation and other differences in hospital (cluster-level) characteristics (including baseline outcome variables );
Risk of bias: All domain - High, Selection - Low, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low,
Subgroups - Low; Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness,
Protocol outcome 2: In- hospital cardiac arrest during study period.
- Actual outcome: cardiac arrest at study period; OR 0.94 (95%CI 0.79 to 1.13); Comments: OR adjusted for stratification by teaching hospital status at randomisation
and other differences in hospital (cluster-level) characteristics (including baseline outcome variables) );
Risk of bias: All domain - High, Selection - Low, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low,
Subgroups - Low; Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness

Protocol outcome 3: Unexpected death during study period.
- Actual outcome: unexpected death (without DNAR) - patients n per 1000 admissions at study period; OR 1.03 (95%CI 0.84 to 1.28); Comments: OR adjusted for
stratification by teaching hospital status at randomisation and other differences in hospital (cluster-level) characteristics (including baseline outcome variables));
Risk of bias: All domain - High, Selection - Low, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low,
Subgroups - Low; Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness
Protocol outcome 4: Number of DNAR orders issued during study period.
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Protocol outcomes not reported by the study

Quality of life at during study period; Patient and/or carer satisfaction at during study period; Avoidable adverse
events at during study period; Length of hospital stay at during study period.

Study

Jeddian 201684

Study type

RCT (Ward randomised; Parallel).

Number of studies (number of participants)

1 (n=18,684).

Countries and setting

Conducted in Iran; setting: 13 adult general wards in a university and public teaching hospital, Iran.

Line of therapy

Not applicable.

Duration of study

Other: 72 weeks.

Method of assessment of guideline condition

Adequate method of assessment/diagnosis.

Stratum

Overall: n/a.

Subgroup analysis within study

Not applicable.

Inclusion criteria

Patients admitted to 13 adult general wards (general medical, orthopaedics, haematology, obstetrics, pulmonary,
urology, surgery and maxillofacial) served by 3 of 5 intensive care units.

Exclusion criteria

No patient exclusion criteria.

Recruitment/selection of patients

Consecutive patients admitted to wards during the study period.

Age, gender and ethnicity

Age - Mean (SD): control 44 (20), intervention 43 (19). Gender (M:F): 7998/10686. Ethnicity: not reported.

Further population details

1. Frail elderly: Not applicable/Not stated/Unclear.

Extra comments

-

Indirectness of population

No indirectness.

Interventions

(n=10882) Intervention 1: Critical care outreach team (rapid response team, hospital at night, medical emergency
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Study (subsidiary papers)
MERIT study: introduction of the medical emergency team (MET) system trial: Hillman 2005 77 (Chen 200847)
- Actual outcome: DNAR orders issued by emergency teams at the time of aggregated events at study period; Group 1: 160/4161, Group 2: 45/2619; Comments: data
taken from Chen 2008
Risk of bias: All domain - High, Selection - Low, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low,
Subgroups - Low; Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness

Jeddian 201684
team and outreach team) present in hospital - 24 hour/7 day. CCO team including 6 experienced intensive care nurses
trained using theory and management protocols and full-time practical training. Ward nurses had training on
assessment, identification and management of acutely ill patients. A single parameter system was used to identify
acutely ill patients for the CCO team. Eligibility criteria: physiological criteria, ward staff concern, recent discharge
from ICU and actively identified by CCO team. CCO team managed all high risk patients and determined who should
care for moderate risk patients. Stable patients discharged from CCO after 72 hours, those who remained acutely ill
were transferred to ICU. Duration: 12 weeks. Concurrent medication/care: n/a.
(n=7802) Intervention 2: No critical care outreach team (rapid response team, hospital at night, medical emergency
team and outreach team) present in hospital - no critical care outreach team present in hospital. Usual care - ward
nurses cared for acutely ill patients under the supervision of ward physicians. Physicians could request transfer to ICU
based on individual judgment. Duration: 12 weeks. Concurrent medication/care: n/a.

Funding

Academic or government funding (Digestive Disease Research Institute, National Institute for Health Research
Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care for West Midlands, Medical Research Council
Midland Hub for Trials Methodology Research).

RESULTS (NUMBERS ANALYSED) AND RISK OF BIAS FOR COMPARISON: 24 HOUR/7 DAY versus NO CRITICAL CARE OUTREACH TEAM PRESENT IN HOSPITAL.
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Protocol outcome 1: Mortality during study period.
- Actual outcome: mortality at 12 weeks; OR 1.02 (95%CI 0.68 to 1.55); Comments: adjusted for age, sex, SAPS II score, cluster and time effects;
Risk of bias: All domain - Low, Selection - High, Blinding - Low, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low;
Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness ; Group 1 Number missing: ; Group 2 Number missing:

Protocol outcome 2: Re-admission to ICU during study period.
- Actual outcome: admission to ICU at 12 weeks; OR 1.15 (95%CI 0.64 to 2.09); Comments: adjusted for age, sex, SAPS II score, cluster and time effects ;
Risk of bias: All domain - High, Selection - High, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low;
Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness
Protocol outcome 3: In- hospital cardiac arrest during study period.
- Actual outcome: cardiopulmonary resuscitation at 12 weeks; OR 1.00 (95%CI 0.69 to 1.48); Comments: adjusted for age, sex, SAPS II score, cluster and time effects;
Risk of bias: All domain - Low, Selection - High, Blinding - Low, Incomplete outcome data - Low, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low;
Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness
.
Protocol outcomes not reported by the study

Quality of life during study period; Patient and/or carer satisfaction during study period; Avoidable adverse events
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during study period; Number of DNAR orders during study period; Length of hospital stay during study period.

Study

Ward randomised trial of Critical Care Outreach introduction in a hospital trial: Priestley 2004 131

Study type

RCT (Ward randomised; Parallel).

Number of studies (number of participants)

One (randomised: control n= 3090; intervention n=3391; analysed as dataset 2 which utilises the randomisation
within ward pairings fully: control n=1428; intervention n=1475).

Countries and setting

Conducted in United Kingdom; setting: 16 acute adult wards of an 800-bed general hospital in the North of England.
The 16 study wards had an average of 30 beds each and included 8 surgical wards, 5 medical wards and 3 elderly
medicine wards.

Line of therapy

1st line.

Duration of study

Intervention time: 32 week study period.

Method of assessment of guideline condition

Adequate method of assessment/diagnosis.

Stratum

Overall.

Subgroup analysis within study

Not applicable.

Inclusion criteria

All patients admitted to 16 acute adult wards of 1 general hospital over a 32 week period.

Exclusion criteria

None mentioned.

Recruitment/selection of patients

All patients admitted to 16 acute adult wards of 1 general hospital over a 32 week period.

Age, gender and ethnicity

Age - Mean (range): outreach: 65.2 years (64.3 - 66.2); control: 57.4 years (56.3 - 58.5). Gender (M:F): 1/1. Ethnicity:
information not provided.

Further population details

1. Frail elderly: Not applicable/Not stated/Unclear.

Extra comments

Pragmatic ward (cluster)-randomised design with phased introduction of intervention was used so that by the end of
the study all 16 wards were included.

Indirectness of population

No indirectness.

Interventions

(n=3391) Intervention 1: Critical care outreach team (rapid response team, hospital at night, medical emergency team
and outreach team) present in hospital - 24 hour/7 day. Critical care outreach service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
across 16 study wards. In each ward, 4 weeks of training was provided after which outreach was fully operational. The
control wards moved from control to intervention wards via the training period. Wards were paired on the basis of
professional judgement. CCOT was led by nurse consultant with a team of experienced nurses providing 24 hour
cover. Critical care medical support was available when required, as judged by the outreach nurses or the ward
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Study

Ward randomised trial of Critical Care Outreach introduction in a hospital trial: Priestley 2004 131
medical team. Training of doctors and nurses included sessions on the use of an in-house ‘patient at risk’ (PAR) score
to identify patients who might benefit from CCOT attention. Ward staff used PAR to trigger referral to CCOT and
involvement of the admitting team’s consultant. Depending on circumstances, CCOT might support and advise ward
staff, remain with the patient and provide individual nursing care on the ward during crisis period, or facilitate
admission to ICU. Duration 32 weeks (total trial period). Concurrent medication/care: for each of the randomised pairs
of wards there were 3 consecutive 4-week periods with 1 ward in control and the other in outreach.
Comments: analysed (n=1456) due to stepped wedge design not missing data. Dataset 2 (matched randomised) is
reported here. Although this dataset includes fewer patients and did not allow for separate consideration of the
training phase of intervention, it utilised the randomisation within ward pairings.

40

(n=3090) Intervention 2: No critical care outreach team (rapid response team, hospital at night, medical emergency
team and outreach team) present in hospital - No critical care outreach team present in hospital. The control wards
moved from control to intervention wards via the 4 week training period. Duration: 32 weeks (total trial period).
Concurrent medication/care: for each of the randomised pairs of wards there were 3 consecutive 4-week periods with
1 ward in control and the other in outreach.
Comments: analysed (n=1336) due to stepped wedge design not missing data. Dataset 2 (matched randomised) is
reported here. Although this dataset includes fewer patients, and did not allow for separate consideration of the
training phase of intervention, it utilised the randomisation within ward pairings.
Funding

Academic or government funding.

RESULTS (NUMBERS ANALYSED) AND RISK OF BIAS FOR COMPARISON: 24 HOUR/7 DAY versus NO CRITICAL CARE OUTREACH TEAM PRESENT IN WARD.
Protocol outcome 1: Length of hospital stay during study period.
- Actual outcome: length of stay in hospital at 32 weeks trial; HR 0.907 (95%CI 0.835 to 0.985); Comments: Hazard ratio of data of 2733 patients. data set 2 (matched
randomised). Although this dataset included fewer patients, and did not allow for separate consideration of the training phase of intervention, it utilised the
randomisation within ward pairings. this had the advantage of excluding potential bias due to ward characteristics and time trends, as each outreach ward month is
balanced by a control in the same month for the other (randomly chosen) member of the ward pair);
Risk of bias: All domain - Very high, Selection - High, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - High, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low;
Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness ; Baseline details: control a bit younger and more females; but due to step wedge design all controls turned to intervention
eventually; randomisation based on ward pairings; Group 1 Number missing: 33, Reason: patients excluded because of incomplete data; Group 2 Number missing: 137,
Reason: patients excluded because of incomplete data

Protocol outcome 2: Mortality during study period.
- Actual outcome: in-hospital mortality at 32 weeks trial; OR 0.523 (95%CI 0.322 to 0.849); Comments: odds of death of data of 2733 patients. data set 2 (matched
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Study

Protocol outcomes not reported by the study

Quality of life at during study period; Patient and/or carer satisfaction at during study period; Avoidable adverse
events at during study period; In- hospital cardiac arrest at during study period; Number of DNAR orders at during
study period; Re-admission to ICU at during study period.
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Ward randomised trial of Critical Care Outreach introduction in a hospital trial: Priestley 2004 131
randomised). Although this dataset included fewer patients, and did not allow for separate consideration of the training phase of intervention, it utilised the
randomisation within ward pairings. this had the advantage of excluding potential bias due to ward characteristics and time trends, as each outreach ward month is
balanced by a control in the same month for the other (randomly chosen) member of the ward pair);
Risk of bias: All domain - Very high, Selection - High, Blinding - High, Incomplete outcome data - High, Outcome reporting - Low, Measurement - Low, Crossover - Low;
Indirectness of outcome: No indirectness ; Baseline details: control a bit younger and more females; but due to step wedge design all controls turned to intervention
eventually; randomisation based on ward pairings; Group 1 Number missing: 19, Reason: patients excluded because of incomplete data; Group 2 Number missing: 92,
Reason: patients excluded because of incomplete data
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Study

Simmes 2014146

Study details

Population & interventions

Costs

Health outcomes

Cost effectiveness

Economic analysis: CCA
(health outcomes: cardiac
arrests and/or deaths
averted, severity of
disease)

Population:
Patients who stayed on the
surgical ward for > 72 hour after
major general surgery.
Cohort settings:
Mean age: NR
Male: NR
Intervention 1: (n=1376)
No rapid response system with
consultation of doctor after
observing abnormal vital signs
was left to the discretion of the
nurse, vital signs not routinely
recorded 3 times daily and
oxygen saturation and respiratory
rate were not included in the
standard observation protocol.
Intervention 2: (n=2410)
The introduction of a rapid
response system which included
the introduction of a medical
emergency team (MET) and the
use of a single parameter track
and trigger system. The MET was
doctor-led and included an
intensivist and a critical care
nurse and was accessible 24/7.

Total costs (mean per
patient-day):
Intervention 1: £463
Intervention 2: £484
Incremental (2−1): £21
(95% CI: NR; p=NR)

Cardiac arrests and/or
deaths:
Intervention 1: 0.5%
Intervention 2: 0.25%
Incremental (2−1): -0.25%
(95% CI: NR; p=NR)
Severity of disease
(APACHEII score):
Intervention 1: 17.5
Intervention 2: 17.6
Incremental (2−1): 0.1
(95% CI: NR; p=NR)

ICER (Intervention 2 versus Intervention 1):
NR

Study design: before-andafter observational study
Approach to analysis:
bottom-up costing
approach was used to
calculate the mean cost
per-patient day during the
before and after study
periods.
Perspective: The
Netherland healthcare
perspective
Follow-up: 1 year before
and 2 year after
Treatment effect
duration(a): 4 months
Discounting: None

Data sources

Currency & cost year:
2009 Euros (presented
here as 2009 UK
pounds(b))]
Cost components
incorporated:
Implementation,
maintenance, training,
nursing time,
consultations,
unplanned ICU
admissions

ICU (length of stay)
(Median):
Intervention 1: 3.5
Intervention 2: 3.0
Incremental (2−1): -0.5
(95% CI: NR; p=0.94)
Unplanned ICU
admissions:
Intervention 1: 2.5%
Intervention 2: 4.2%
Incremental (2−1): 1.7%
(95% CI: NR; p=NR)

Analysis of uncertainty:
No sensitivity analysis is reported.
A scenario analysis based on using lower
APACHEII score (14) for identifying patients
for admission to ICU showed that the mean
cost per patient-day was reduced to £8.
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Appendix E: Economic evidence tables

Comments
Source of funding: NR. Applicability and limitations : the population is patients recovering from general surgery, not acute medical emergency. Some uncertainty
regarding the applicability of resource use and costs from the Netherlands in 2009 to the current UK NHS context. QALYs were not used as an outcome. Costs and
outcomes were not discounted. Longitudinal observational study with no adjustment for temporal variation or confounders. The follow-up was different in the before
and after periods (1 year versus 2 years) and it is not clear whether this follow-up adequately captures all relevant costs and outcomes. Only 1 scenario analysis is
reported.
Overall applicability(c):partially applicable

Overall quality(d): potentially serious limitations

Abbreviations: CCA: cost–consequence analysis; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval; ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; NR: not reported; QALYs: quality-adjusted life years.
(a) For studies where the time horizon is longer than the treatment duration, an assumption needs to be made about the continuation of the study effect. For example, does a difference in
utility between groups during treatment continue beyond the end of treatment and if so for how long?
(b) Converted using 2009 purchasing power parities.127
(c) Directly applicable/Partially applicable/Not applicable.
(d) Minor limitations/Potentially serious limitations/Very serious limitations.
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Health outcomes: the health outcomes recorded included cardiac arrests and/or deaths and severity of disease measured using the APACHEII score. Data were
collected for 1 year before and 2 years after the introduction of the RRS. The authors report that the RRS continued for 4 months. Cost sources: prices of personnel and
ICU costs were retrieved from the Dutch guideline for cost analysis in health care (National unit costs).
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Table 6:

Clinical evidence profile: Critical care outreach team versus usual care
Quality assessment

No of
studies

Design

Risk of bias Inconsistency

Indirectness

No of patients

Imprecision

Effect

Other
Critical care Contro
considerations outreach team
l

Relative
(95% CI)

Quality

Importance

Absolute

In-hospital mortality
3

randomised serious1
trials

serious2

no serious
indirectness

no serious
imprecision

none

-

-

OR 0.95 (0.8
to 1.12)

See footnote4


LOW

CRITICAL

no serious
inconsistency

no serious
indirectness

no serious
imprecision

none

-

-

HR 0.91
(0.84 to
0.99)

See footnote4


LOW

CRITICAL

no serious
inconsistency

no serious
indirectness

no serious
imprecision

none

-

-

OR 0.94
(0.79 to
1.12)

See footnote4


MODERAT
E

CRITICAL

no serious
inconsistency

no serious
indirectness

very serious3

none

-

-

OR 1.00
(0.69 to
1.45)

See footnote4


LOW

CRITICAL

no serious
inconsistency

no serious
indirectness

no serious
imprecision

none

-

-

OR 1.04
(0.89 to
1.22)

See footnote4

Length of stay (hazard ratio)
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1

randomised very
trials
serious1

Cardiac arrest
1

randomised serious1
trials

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
1

randomised no serious
trials
risk of bias

Unplanned ICU admission
1

randomised Serious1
trials

IMPORTAN

T
MODERAT
E

Emergency and acute medical care
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Appendix F: GRADE tables

1

randomised serious1
trials

no serious
inconsistency

no serious
indirectness

very serious3

none



-

OR 1.15
(0.64 to
2.07)

See footnote4

IMPORTAN

T
VERY LOW

DNAR orders issued
randomised Serious1
trials

RR 2.24
21 more per 1000
CRITICAL

(1.61 to 3.1) (from 10 more to 36 MODERAT
more)
E
1
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias.
2
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because: the point estimate varies widely across studies, the confidence intervals across studies show minimal or no overlap, Heterogeneity, I2>50%,
unexplained by subgroup analysis.
3
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
4
Absolute values could not be calculated as the papers reported adjusted analyses only without control event rates.
1

no serious
inconsistency

no serious
indirectness

no serious
imprecision

none

160/4161
(3.8%)

1.7%

Emergency and acute medical care
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ICU admission
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Appendix G: Excluded clinical studies
Table 7:

Studies excluded from the clinical review

Study

Exclusion reason

Adelstein 2011
Aftyka 2014

8

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective cohort)

10

Aftyka 2014A

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after)

9

Not relevant as it is not pertaining to in-hospital medical emergency
teams

Al kadri 201011

Incorrect population (obstetrics). not comparable to UK setting (Saudi
Arabia)

Al-qahtani 201312

Not comparable to UK setting (Saudi Arabia)

Aneman 2006

13

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

2

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

1

Correction for Hillman 2005 (data not relevant for our analysis)

4

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

3

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

5

Incorrect study design (not RCT, commentary)

6

Incorrect study design (not RCT, commentary)

Anon 2005C

Anon 2005D
Anon 2006A
Anon 2006F

Anon 2008A
Anon 2009B
Anon 2013

7

Incorrect study design (not RCT, commentary)
14

Incorrect age group

15

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

Anwar 2010
Austin 2014
Ball 2003

16

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

Bannard-Smith 2016
Barbetti 2008

18

Incorrect study design (non-RCT; prospective observational cohort study)
Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

19

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

20

Incorrect study design (not RCT, audit)

Barnes 2015
Baxter 2008

17

21

Beckett 2009
Beitler 2011

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)

22

not comparable to UK setting (USA)

Bellomo 2003

23

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)

Bellomo 2004

24

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)

Blotsky 2016

25

Bokhari 2010

Non-RCT; before/after study

26

Bonafide 2014

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study n<200)

27

Incorrect age group

28

Boniatti 2014
Bosch 2008
Brilli 2007

Not comparable to UK setting (Brazil)

29

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

30

Incorrect age group

Bristow 2000
Buist 2002

33

Buist 2007

32

Cabrini 2009

31

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, audit)

34

Incorrect intervention and comparison

Calzavacca 2008

37

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective cohort)

Calzavacca 2009

35

Incorrect study design (no RCT, poster of a retrospective observational
study)

Calzavacca 201038

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)
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Study

Exclusion reason

Calzavacca 2010
Campello 2009

36

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort)

39

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

41

Incorrect study design (not RCT, commentary)

Chaboyer 2004
Chan 2008

43

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

Chan 2010

42

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

Chen 2009

46

No relevant outcomes reported (original study Hillman 2005 is included)

Chen 2014

44

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

Chen 2014

48

Incorrect study design (not RCT, population based study)

Chen 2015

45

Incorrect comparison (delayed call versus non-delayed call). Data from
Merit study (already included) analysed, no new outcomes

Chittawatanarat 201349
Dacey 2007
De 2016

50

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

52

Letter

Dechert 2013
Devita 2004

53

55

Downar 2013

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective review)

57

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study n<200)

58

Eliott 2008

Study not relevant (not pertaining to outreach service)

Esmonde 2006
Findlay 2011

59

60

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous
Incorrect study population (trauma)

Flabouris 2010

61

Galhotra 201062
63

No outcomes relevant to our protocol (original paper Hillman 2005 fully
included)
Not comparable to UK setting (USA)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, interrupted time-series analysis)

Garcea 2004

64

Incorrect study design (not RCT, observational study)

Georgeto 2011
Gerdik 2010

65

66

Gessner 2007

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)
Incorrect population (Trauma)

67

68

Gilman 2014

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)
Incorrect comparison (hospitalised versus non-hospitalised patients)

Goncales 2012
Gray 2011

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

56

Downey 2008

Gao 2007

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective review)

69

70

Not comparable to UK setting (Brazil)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, poster of observational study)

71

Haji 2004

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective audit)

Hanson 2009

72

Incorrect age group

Hanson 2010

73

Incorrect age group

Harrison 2010
Hatler 2009

74

75

Hayani 2011

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

76

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

Hourihan 1995
Howell 2012

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)

79

80

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective cohort)
Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

Jaderling 2011

83

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort study)

Jaderling 2013

82

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective observational study)

85

Incorrect study design (not RCT, quasi experimental)

Jones 2005

87

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective controlled study)

Jones 2007

91

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

Jolley 2007
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Study

Exclusion reason

Jones 2007

93

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study n<200)

Jones 2007

88

Incorrect study population (surgical patients)

Jones 2008

89

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort)

Jones 2012

92

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective observational study)

Jones 2013

90

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

Jones 2013

86

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort study)
95

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

96

Not comparable to UK setting (Brazil)

97

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)

Karpman 2013
Karvellas 2012
Kenward 2004
98

Kim 2012

King 2006

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective observational study)

99

Knott 2011

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

100

Incorrect study design (not RCT, Retrospective cohort)
Not relevant (pertains to effect of outreach teams on documentation of
advance care directives)

Konrad 2010101
Kotsakis 2011
Kwak 2014

Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective before and after trial)

102

Incorrect age group

103

Incorrect study design (not RCT, observational study)

Laurens 2010

105

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

Laurens 2011

104

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after)

106

Leary 2003

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

107

Lee 1995

Incorrect study design (not RCT, observational study)
108

Lighthall 2010

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

109

Lim 2011

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

Maharaj 2015
Mailey 2006

111

Systematic review (study designs are inappropriate)

112

Massey 2010

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

113

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

Mcarthur-rouse 2001
Mcfarlan 2007
Mcneill 2013

115

Meredith 2005
Moriarty 2014

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

119

121

Moroseos 2014

122

Morris 2013123
124

Muchoki 2015
125

Offner 2007

Not comparable to UK setting (Puerto Rico)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)
Not comparable to UK setting (USA)
Not comparable to UK setting (USA). Incorrect study population (surgery
patients)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort study n<200)
Poster presentation of an observational study
Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous
Incorrect population (Trauma)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort)

129

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

Pittard 2003

130

132

Ranji 2007

Rashid 2014
Reza 2015

118

128

Orosz 2014
Pirret 2008

126

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous
Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

117

Medina-rivera 2010

Niven 2014

114

133

134

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)
Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous
Not comparable to UK setting (India)
Incorrect study design (report on the implementation of a pulmonary
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Study

Exclusion reason
embolism response team)

Rothschild 2008135
137

Sabahi 2012

Not comparable to UK setting (Dubai)

Salamonson 2001
Salvatierra 2014

Sebat 2007

141

140

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective review of hospital data)
Not comparable to UK setting (USA)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, prospective cohort study)
Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective review)

142

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

143

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

Segon 2014
Shah 2011

138

139

Santamaria 2010
Sarani 2011

Incorrect study design (not RCT)

144

Sharek 2007

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

145

Incorrect age group

Simmes 2012

148

Incorrect study population (surgical patients)

Simmes 2013

147

Incorrect study population (surgical patients)

Smith 2014

149

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort)

Solomon 2016

150

Systematic review (references screened)

Story 2004

152

Incorrect study design (not RCT, cohort study)

Story 2013

151

Incorrect study design (not RCT, audit)

Subbe 2003

153

Tam 2014154
Tan 2014

Conference abstract of RCT but looking at effect of physiological scoring
system rather than outreach team
Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective chart review)

155

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

Tibballs 2005

156

Incorrect age group

Tibballs 2009

157

Incorrect age group

Tobin 2012

158

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective cohort study)
159

Not comparable to UK setting (USA)

160

Incorrect study design (not RCT, before and after study)

Vazquez 2009

Williams 2010

161

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

162

Systematic review: literature search not sufficiently rigorous

Winters 2007
Winters 2013
Young 2002

163

Incorrect study design (not RCT, abstract of a before and after study)

Young 2008

164

Incorrect study design (not RCT, retrospective analysis of audit forms)

Zorko 2013

165

Incorrect age group
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Appendix H: Excluded economic studies
No studies were excluded.
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